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Abstract

Scenarios are widely used as requirements, and the quality of requirements is an important factor in the efficiency and success of a development project. The informal nature of scenarios requires that analysts do much manual work with them, and much tedious and detailed effort is needed to make a collection of scenarios well-defined, relatively complete, minimal, and coherent. We discuss six aspects of scenarios having inherent structure on which automated support may be based, and the results of using such support. This automated support frees analysts to concentrate on tasks requiring human intelligence, resulting in higher-quality scenarios for better system requirements. Two studies validating the work are presented.
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1. Introduction

Good requirements are critical: stakeholders with good requirements are more likely to get what they want, and developers with good requirements are more likely to finish in a reasonable time, or finish at all. Scenarios can be good requirements in this sense. In our experience, scenarios are helpful to stakeholders, who can understand them and relate them to their own experiences; they are helpful to requirements analysts, because everyone can discuss, negotiate, and plan using a single kind of artifact; and to developers, for whom scenarios are concrete and specific examples of system behaviors [16,17,20]. However, to answer any interesting question about prose scenarios requires careful reading, hard thought, insight, and skill. We have found that analysts are faced with many tedious, time-consuming tasks in making high-quality scenarios, and need automated support for these tasks or they would not get done – the extra time it takes to produce high-quality scenarios is often just not available. Scenarios are fundamentally informal, but have some structure and consistent form and meaning that can be the basis for automated support. Tool support for tasks that can be automated will free analysts for other tasks that require intelligence and judgement so they can make better scenarios that will support successful development of software that satisfies its stakeholders [5,9].

In this paper, we describe an approach for supporting more effective work with scenarios. The guiding principle is that although scenarios are fundamentally informal and analysts must perform many tasks manually, there are aspects of scenarios that have an implicit structure and meaning and these can be the basis for automated support. Using tools to do tedious, exacting, or uninteresting tasks helps eliminate human errors by releasing people to concentrate on more interesting work for which human intelligence is essential and most valuable. The result is scenarios that more effectively explore the space of possibilities, more accurately convey the stakeholders’ and analysts’ understanding, needs, and tradeoffs, and more effectively highlight the requirements issues that can and
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should be resolved in terms of requirements rather than being left for developers to sort out in subsequent phases.

1.1. Scenarios as requirements

Scenarios and use cases are widely used in a number of ways during the development process, and by a variety of participants [2,21]. Stakeholders (customers, users, and others affected by a system) use them to communicate what is wanted, and developers (designers, programmers, testers, etc.) use them to confirm their understanding [21,47,55]. They may be the primary form in which requirements are recorded [31,37,39], a preliminary form from which specialists produce more refined forms such as goals and requirements [43], or a guide and scaffolding in a process by which other artifacts such as goals are developed [56]. They are used to simulate and explore a system’s use [21] or a design’s utility [60], to present a test or validation [19], and to derive tests from requirements [8].

Scenarios are traditionally not considered to be a form of requirements, and many researchers and practitioners still hold this view. However, in our experience it is becoming more and more common for scenarios (or use cases composed of scenarios) to be a significant part of a system’s requirements, or indeed to be the system’s requirements. The Euronet software requirements document, discussed below, is an example [18]. This document, entitled “Software requirements specification”, consists of a set of use cases plus an incomplete group of screen layouts; here the use cases are the requirements and are identified as such. More and more industrial practitioners are developing and working from similar requirements.

In all these uses, the quality of the scenarios (or the use cases containing them) is a key factor in the success or failure of the system development, especially when the scenarios are used as the system requirements. We need to help practitioners create scenarios that are easier to manage and analyze, and that can act as effective requirements that support efficient and successful software development as well as other uses of requirements. Although high-quality requirements do not guarantee efficient development of an acceptable product, low-quality requirements increase the likelihood that development will be inefficient, the product will not be acceptable, or that the development process will not produce a system at all. One survey of some 8000 US information technology development projects in 1994 found that a “clear statement of requirements” was cited as the most important factor for 13% of successful projects. Incomplete or changing requirements were cited as the most important factors for 24% of projects that produced unsatisfactory systems or were late or over budget, and for 22% of projects canceled before a system was produced [59]. The importance of requirements quality as a factor in the success or failure of system development has been a constant for as long as software development has been studied [24–26,30,33–35].

1.2. Four scenario qualities

In this work, we aim for four specific qualities that affect the efficiency and success of scenarios in system development.

Well-definedness: Well-defined scenarios use terms that are clearly understood by their readers, define terms and references that may be unfamiliar or are unique to the system in question, and resolve conflicts and contradictions that must be addressed while remaining appropriately abstracted from inessential choices and details [9,13,27,32,65].

Coverage: A scenario collection is complete enough if it covers stakeholders’ needs and explores the issues and tradeoffs that if left unresolved would cause more delay or rework later [16,53].

Minimality: A minimal scenario collection gives one description for each behavior and one definition for each individual concept or term. Duplicates are eliminated and unnecessary redundancy is reduced [16].

Coherence: The scenarios of a coherent collection support and reinforce each other. They use the same terms to indicate intentional reuse of concepts, and the same episodes to indicate intentional reuse of events; the contexts and results the scenarios create in the world are used by other scenarios; and they suggest ways of composing scenarios in sequence to achieve larger results than individual scenarios provide. We have found this quality to be very important from our experiences in working with scenarios as an industrial developer or researchers working with developers, over a period of over 20 years.

In our experience, these qualities support the resolution of questions, tradeoffs, and conflicts in terms of requirements whenever that is possible, and the production of a requirements specification that increases the chances of successful development. Lack of any or all of these factors causes extra and more expensive work in later phases that potentially could have been avoided by resolving the issue in terms of the requirements scenarios during the requirements phase.

1.3. Six avenues for automated support

In this paper, we present six techniques based on the underlying structure and meaning of scenarios:
• using glossaries to define attributes and their values (Section 3.1);
• using episodes to express dependency between scenarios (Section 3.2);
• constructing the episode reference diagram as a means of understanding a scenario collection and highlighting possible problems (Section 3.3);
• identifying shared events to appropriately define episodes (Section 3.4);
• specifying the context of each scenario directly in terms of the contexts of other scenarios (Section 3.5), and
• calculating similarity among scenarios as a basis for establishing minimality, and a basis for searching for specific scenarios (Section 3.6).

These techniques mutually reinforce each other, are amenable to automated support, and form the components of our approach for more effective work with scenarios.

1.4. Roadmap

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 defines common terminology and background concepts. Section 3 presents the six techniques of our approach for improving scenario quality and providing effective automated support for work with scenarios. Section 4 discusses our tool, SMaRT, that automates some components of the approach. Section 5 describes two studies showing the effectiveness of our approach: EMS (Enhanced Messaging System), a voice mail system used by BellSouth Telecommunications to prototype new features for its products; and Euronet, a quote management system developed and used internally by Asea Brown Boveri (ABB). We give examples from these throughout the paper. Section 6 summarizes related work, and Section 7 discusses our results and lists future work.

This paper amalgamates and extends work reported in conference and workshop papers [4–6].

2. Terminology and background

2.1. Terminology

We define the following key terms.

A scenario is a sequence of events, plus possibly some associated attributes such as goals, requirements, viewpoint, author, and pre- and postconditions [6]. Common scenario representations can be abstracted to this form [14]. See Fig. 1 for an example scenario.

An event consists of an actor-action pair. An actor may be a specific person, component, or system, or may be an unbound role or parameter that can be filled by any of several specific actors. The action takes place over some time interval.

An episode is a scenario that is used as an event of several scenarios.

A context is a state of the world needed by or created by a scenario or an event. It may include the presence of specific resources and participants, their physical location, and results of other occurrences that are temporally or causally related to it.

2.2. Scenario structure

Structure refers to the way the constituent parts are put together to make a whole, and the mutual relations of those parts in determining the character of the whole. Scenarios contain distinct types of information (events, goals, conditions, etc.) that can be expressed as attributes and attribute values. A scenario describes its events as they occur in a total or partial temporal sequence. Many events, if examined closely, are composed of subevents, sometimes in a sequence, sometimes iterated, sometimes as a choice among alterna-
tives. We use this scenario structure and meaning, outlined in Fig. 2, as the basis of our approach.

2.3. Inter-scenario relationships

While individual scenarios are effectively represented as a sequence or narrative, a collection of scenarios does not naturally have a sequential form. The relationships among scenarios are often partial orders or more complexly structured, and are most effectively represented as graphs. Some examples are:

- the episode relation that relates a scenario specifically to the episodes it uses (Fig. 6);
- the shared event relation that relates a scenario to other scenarios sharing one or more of the same events (Fig. 7); and
- the context relation that relates a scenario to those it can precede, follow, occur with, or substitute for because of the context it uses or produces (Fig. 11).

Some of these relationships are implicit in the scenarios. The relationship collates and presents this dispersed information coherently in one place. The episode relation is an example. All the information it expresses is available in the scenarios (and in fact the relation can be derived automatically from scenarios whose structure is formalized as in SMaRT), but the information is much easier to see and reason about in a single diagram.

Other relations are absent or only partially specified in the scenarios. To express and work with these relationships, we must augment the scenarios with additional information. The context relation is an example. If one scenario’s postcondition implies a second scenario’s precondition, then the first scenario can be said to establish the context for the second. If two scenarios’ preconditions are logically equivalent, the two scenarios can be said to potentially occur together because the same context allows either. However, there are other possibilities the conditions do not express: the necessary context may be established inside a scenario rather than at its conclusion, or two scenarios may be intended as mutually exclusive alternatives, rather than potentially concurrent. Also, in our experience the conditions are often only approximations, not written to imply the required context relations between scenarios, and the additional work to make them do so and keep them that way while the scenarios evolve could be better spent expressing the desired relationships directly. We augment the scenarios with additional information in the form of context diagrams, as we discuss in Section 3.5.

3. Components of approach

3.1. Glossaries

The benefits associated with consistency checking in requirements specifications are noted by Heitmeyer et al. [38]. In four of the studies discussed by Weidenhaupt et al., project glossaries helped stakeholders establish a common understanding of scenario terms [63]. In an industrial study in which 88 scenarios were used to define requirements, stakeholders also noted the need to define general and domain-specific terms [36].

Our glossaries specify the set of values each attribute can have and define each value. Each attribute is given its own glossary of values. This simplifies the work of determining if two attribute values are the same: if the values are given by the same glossary entry, they are the same, and otherwise they are distinct. At the same time, the glossaries provide a connection back to the scenario’s original prose form. We also support glossaries of specialized terms used...
in the text. Fig. 3 shows attribute-value and term glossaries for the EMS scenario “Caller calls EMS directly and leaves a message” (Fig. 1).

The use of glossaries exemplifies the quality of well-definedness, and also has positive effects that are less direct. A glossary encourages scenario authors to move the work of clearly defining each term out of the main text and into the glossary. Then each term need only be made clear once, rather than at each use. A reader can read confidently, knowing he or she can look up any unfamiliar term. Glossary support encourages reuse of already-defined terms as appropriate, instead of one or more new terms with the same or nearly the same definition. A smaller number of more-distinct concepts are used, rather than a larger set of concepts not clearly distinguished from each other. All this results in efficiencies for authors and readers, and helps achieve a minimal and coherent scenario collection.

3.2. Episodes

Episodes, sequences of events intentionally shared by two or more scenarios, play a significant role in scenario management [53]. To manage episodes, a system must be able to distinguish events and recognize those that are identical. Two events are identical if they share the same actors and action. The set of actors for a system is well-defined; hence, a tool can readily recognize identical actors in two or more events. However, the set of actions may not be so well-defined. If so, the intervention of an analyst is needed to recognize identical actions.

We envision several ways to support the identification of identical actions. In each case presented below, the tool presents pairs of potentially identical actions, the analyst determines whether they are identical or distinct, and the tool records the decision for future use.

1. The tool presents only the pairs of actions that the analyst asks for. The analyst chooses which pairs to examine, but for a thorough comparison, many pairs must be examined.
2. The tool presents potentially identical pairs of actions whose textual descriptions are similar. The analyst may have to examine many pairs, but fewer than in the first method.
3. The tool presents only potentially identical pairs of actions that, if identical, would make two events identical. The textual descriptions of the actions must be similar, and the actions must appear in two events sharing the same actor. The analyst examines fewer pairs and many actions will not need to be examined. The analyst only need examine the pairs that might result.
4. The tool presents only potentially identical pairs of actions that, if identical, might make two subsequences of n or more events identical. In addition to the three previous conditions, the events that the actions appear in must be part of two shared subsequences of length \( n \geq 2 \) that are potentially identical. \( n \) may be adjusted to reduce the number of presented pairs as desired.

Once episodes are identified and recorded in the scenario database, several helpful features are possible:

1. Display of an episode in a scenario either as the episode name only, or expanded with the episode’s events visible inline in the scenario.
2. Visible marking of episodes when the events of a scenario are displayed.
3. Links from each scenario to others sharing the same episode.
4. Display of the scenarios that share an episode either individually, or simultaneously with one shown as a variant of the other(s).
5. A warning when an event in an episode is edited.
6. Presentation of a choice when editing events in an episode: “change all the scenarios that share this episode”, or “detach this scenario from the others and change it only, leaving the others the same”.

The value of these features increases with the size of a project. As the numbers of both scenarios and developers increase, it becomes more difficult to track scenario redundancy and dependencies. Episodes explicitly represent these relationships, allowing analysts to monitor and control inter- and intra-scenario evolution. In addition, managing decisions about scenario consistency and dependency can prevent and reduce errors in the scenario database. This early prevention of errors can save money and time in the requirements analysis process: the earlier errors are caught, the easier and more inexpensive they are to fix. Thus, our episode management strategy improves requirements analysis by
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of the dependencies changes the episode references, and is

reflected visually in the diagram as it evolves to match.

3.3.3. Identifying multiple dependencies
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through more than one episode. An example of this is sce-
narios 16 and 17 in the lower right of Fig. 6, which are

related through their episodes 13 and 15, and 17 and 18

which are related through all three of their episodes 13,

15, and j. The diagram enables analysts to consider depend-

encies resulting from several episodes at once, and to

quickly trace chains of references through several episodes.

3.4. Shared events

The same events can occur in several scenarios, whether

because the task they describe is needed for the work of

those scenarios, because the context they need or produce

occurs at those points in the scenarios, or for other reasons.

Events shared among scenarios often indicate a dependen-
cy between the scenarios, so that a change in one necessi-
tates a change in the others. Analysts can create episodes

from the shared events to make the sharing explicit, but

only if they are aware the sharing exists. The sharing is

implicit in the scenario text but is not obvious in that form,
especially for a large collection of scenarios.

A shared event diagram shows which events recur in

which scenarios. Fig. 7 shows a shared event diagram for

the EMS scenarios. Each shared event is shown as two or

more numbered rectangles (such as 3 in the top row and

5 in the row below) connected by a heavy doubled line.

Each of the rectangles represents an instance of the event

in a particular scenario (such as event 3 in scenario S2, in

the top row). It is joined to the other instances of the same

event (as S2’s event 3 is joined to S3’s event 5, and on to

S4’s event 5). See Fig. 4 for the text of S2, S3, and S4. Shar-
ing of an episode involves sharing all the episode’s events

as a single event in two or more other scenarios; this is indi-
cated on the right side of the diagram by the events (S23’s 2.2.3.1, S24’s 2, and S26’s 3) joined to the circle at

the bottom that represents episode E2.
The example diagram links events that are textually identical in two or more scenarios. There is also the case of events that are similar and may have the same meaning, but are not worded identically. In order for the diagram to be the most informative, analysts first need to identify such similar events and then make them textually identical if they describe the same event. Some simple techniques for identifying similar events are sorting events alphabetically and examining the text (as was done in the EMS study), or dividing events into actors and actions, and sorting those individually (as was done in the Euronet study and supported by SMaRT). More sophisticated techniques are also possible with appropriate tool support.

A shared event diagram is useful in several ways:

3.4.1. Episode creation

Earlier we discussed tool support for identifying equivalent events. The second step is to decide whether the events shared among scenarios justify creation of an episode containing them. The shared event diagram shows the extent to which specific events are shared, and simultaneously points to the contexts in which they are shared. This extra information helps analysts make better and quicker decisions on creating episodes.

3.4.2. Working with suffix–prefix overlaps

If the last few events of one scenario are shared as the first few events of another (see Fig. 8), the analyst may have intended that the second scenario is intended to follow the first, starting where the overlap begins. Even if the scenarios were not created with that intent, if the events of the first scenario, up to the overlap, create the context needed by the second scenario, it is possible that the two scenarios occur in tandem. Such an overlap indicates the scenarios may benefit from further analysis.

3.4.3. Working with shared suffixes or shared prefixes

If two scenarios share a suffix, it may mean the events they describe create equivalent contexts in the world (see Fig. 9). This is the case with EMS scenarios S2 “Subscriber authentication” and S3 “Subscriber authentication from unsubscribed telephone” whose overlap is illustrated. Similarly, when two scenarios share a prefix, it may mean their events require equivalent contexts, as is the case with EMS scenarios S20 “Subscriber archives a message” and S21 “Subscriber archives the last message”. An analyst can clarify these situations with further examination and analysis of the scenarios, once the sharing has been identified. The scenario context relations described below in Section 3.5 provide a means of recording the results of the analysis for later reuse.
3.5. Context

Each scenario describes activities and behaviors appropriate in some context. The context is created by the events of other scenarios, by events not described, or some combination. Whenever one scenario is intended to create a context for another, or can occur in the same context as another, the relationship should be made evident. There are several approaches for doing this.

3.5.1. Overlaps

One approach, informal and often encountered, is to indicate context by sharing suffixes and prefixes among scenarios. The last few events of a scenario \( S_1 \) are repeated as the first few events of scenario \( S_2 \), and this is used to mean that \( S_2 \) may overlap and follow \( S_1 \), or more exactly, the behavior described by \( S_2 \) (minus its prefix) can occur after the behavior described by \( S_1 \). The shared suffix and prefix become more than a description of some behavior, in effect also identifying a specific context. While these overlaps are convenient and intuitive, they cannot indicate whether any other suffixes produce the same context, and if so which ones. The overlap-as-context approach is unable to show anything more than the simplest context relations.

3.5.2. Pre- and postconditions

A second and very common approach is pre- and postconditions for scenarios. The state of the scenario’s world is abstracted into predicates and variables, and these are used to make logical formulae about that world. The pre-condition of a scenario is a formula specifying the context that the scenario needs – if the precondition is true, then the scenario may occur – and the postcondition is a formula that will be true in the context the scenario produces. Pre- and postconditions take advantage of logic’s expressive power. One scenario produces the context a second scenario needs if the first scenario’s postcondition implies the second scenario’s precondition. Two contexts are equivalent if the conditions describe them are logically equivalent. The change a scenario produces in the world is reflected in the difference between its pre- and postcondition. Pre- and postconditions provide a much more flexible, expressive, and powerful approach to specifying context.

But pre- and postconditions can be difficult to use effectively. It is challenging to write conditions that force the scenarios to follow each other in exactly the desired relationships. Our experience (confirmed in validation studies) is that the pre- and postconditions given to scenarios very frequently allow scenarios to follow each other in unintended ways, and sometimes prevent scenarios from following each other in intended ways. Analysts use the conditions to communicate and emphasize what they believe to be the most important factors in the context. These factors tend to become obscured when analysts strengthen the conditions enough to force the intended scenario sequences. The conflict tends to worsen as the scenarios and their conditions evolve.

A second limitation on pre- and postconditions’ usefulness is that strictly speaking they only describe the context at the beginning and end of each scenario. Scenarios often overlap, either by sharing a suffix and prefix as described earlier or more generally by describing behaviors that could overlap in time. The contexts at the beginnings and endings of overlapping scenarios do not show how the scenarios can occur, because those contexts are not simultaneous. Fig. 10 shows three scenarios overlapping in time. The context specified by \( S_0 \)’s postcondition occurs after \( S_1 \) begins and before \( S_2 \). Even if the preconditions of \( S_1 \) and \( S_2 \) are identical with \( S_1 \)’s postcondition, without more information it is impossible to say whether or not the figure illustrates a possible or desired behavior. We do not have enough information to say whether the context is already established by \( t_1 \), or persists until \( t_2 \). \( S_0 \) and \( S_1 \) could change the context over this interval, as could other scenarios not shown, or activities not covered by any scenario.

A third limitation is that pre- and postconditions on the state of the world do not distinguish other context relations such as mutual exclusion between two alternative scenarios that can occur in the same context.

We have not seen any of these issues addressed effectively in ordinary requirements practice. The commonly seen approach is to simply to ignore these issues, rely on intuition and verbal agreements in determining the contexts for each scenario and identifying any problems involving them, and postpone final identification and resolution of conflicts and misunderstandings until later in the development process.

3.5.3. Scenario context diagrams

A step towards one possible informal approach is illustrated in Fig. 11. This diagram describes the contexts needed by and produced by EMS scenario S2 “Subscriber s authentication”, in terms of the other EMS scenarios. Here we see the scenario that creates a context in which S2 can take place (S0 “EMS Startup”), and the scenarios that make use of the context that S2 creates (S12 “Subscriber s listens to a message” and S30 “Subscriber s disconnects from EMS”). There are also indications of which scenarios may produce contexts that prevent S2 from taking place, and others that S2 in turn prevents; S1 “EMS Shutdown” prevents S2 from beginning, as does S2 itself, while S3 “Subscriber s authentication from unsubscribed phone” prevents S2 from completing (at event 4), in our analysis, and is itself prevented by S2. The ‘allow’ and ‘prevent’ arrows may have cardinalities: for example, an occurrence of S0 allows many occurrences (*) of S2, while each occurrence of S2 only allows a single occurrence (1) of S30.
While the information recorded in a scenario context diagram is useful as a reference, perhaps the greater benefit of the diagrams is that they direct the analyst's attention to contextual connections between scenarios that otherwise may be overlooked. In working through the relations between scenarios one of which produces context another needs, and between scenarios that may or may not produce or need equivalent contexts, omissions and misunderstandings are brought to the surface that may otherwise remain unexamined until later when they may be more expensive or difficult to address.

We note that scenario context diagrams often require that the scenarios involved be explicitly parameterized in order to express useful relationships. In this example, the subscriber $s$ is assumed as a parameter to most of the scenarios, so that when a particular subscriber $s_1$ authenticates in $S_2$, only that same subscriber $s_1$ is thereby allowed to disconnect in $S_{30}$. At the time of this research, we did not have the technical foundation (in terms of a suitable scenario languages and tools) that would support explicit parameterization.

We also note that there is often not enough information available at the requirements stage to make a complete context diagram. It appears that context diagrams are by necessity an informal adjunct to scenarios, useful to record such relationships as can be inferred and as a visual aid for discussion analysis. Within these limitations, they can be useful for exploring and recording analyst’s understanding of each scenario’s context, and in the incomplete and evolving state of knowledge that requirements analysts work with, can be more effective than event overlaps or pre- and postconditions.

### 3.6. Similarity

Duplicate scenarios can occur when an analyst writing a scenario does not realize that the collection already contains a scenario describing the same behavior; or when during scenario evolution two scenarios converge to describe the same behavior, although they initially described two distinct behaviors. Exact duplication of a scenario in a collection adds unnecessary work for maintaining both scenarios, and the risk that one of the duplicates will be updated and the other will not, making the collection ambiguous and internally inconsistent; near-duplication of a scenario in a collection introduces ambiguity and inconsistency directly. In a large collection, duplication can go unnoticed if it must be detected manually. An automated similarity measure focuses an analyst's attention on the scenarios most likely to be exact or near duplicates, so that fewer scenarios need be examined to eliminate duplication. A similarity measure can also help an analyst identify related scenarios that must change together, and to search for scenarios with certain attributes and events.

A similarity measure is a function that produces a number expressing the degree of similarity between two scenarios. Although no other researchers have published specifically on similarity measures between scenarios, there has been research on measuring similarity between various kinds of entities [22,50]. Here, we discuss a similarity measure specifically tailored for scenarios formalized as described in Section 2.2 [6]. To measure similarity, we consider each scenario as a set of attribute values. We assign the attributes embedded in episodes and events to the scenario in which they appear, so that all attributes of a scenario are examined.

Our similarity measure considers only the syntactic representation of scenarios. It examines whether two attribute values are identical, but not any other relation between them (such as ordering or subsumption) that might arise from a semantic structure. This syntactic focus has several advantages: it is easier to understand, the results of the measure map in an intuitive way to the scenarios, and the extra labor of constructing a semantic structure is not needed.

This similarity measure has several important properties. First, its values are normalized to lie between 0 and 1, with 0 indicating complete dissimilarity and 1 indicating equality. Second, it is customizable for different applications, including scenario search mechanisms and grouping.
strategies. Third, it can be computed using a computer algorithm, so that similarity can be measured without costly and time-consuming human evaluations. Fourth, it uses attributes, described above, to simplify scenario comparisons.

For scenario comparison, we select scenario attributes with common values stored in a glossary. Then, “equivalent” attributes are those with the same name in the glossary. In a more complicated strategy, an algorithm could classify equivalent attribute values according to an external semantic structure. Here, we limit the attributes considered to those that require the use of glossaries.

The similarity measure compares scenarios as sets (i.e., unordered lists without duplication) of attribute values, and examines these sets for overlap. Other classes of similarity measures account for sequence of elements such as events [42]; our measure does not, in order to produce a measure that is more easily understood. Thus, for two scenarios $S_1$ and $S_2$, each has an associated list of attribute values. Consider the lists of attributes for two scenarios $S_1$ and $S_2$:

$$S_1 = \{Actor_3, Actor_5, Actor_6, Goal_2, Purpose_2, Viewpoint_1, ConcretenessLevel_0\};$$

$$S_2 = \{Actor_3, Actor_4, Actor_5, Actor_3, Goal_2, Purpose_1, Viewpoint_1, ConcretenessLevel_0\}.$$

We define the similarity measure $S(S_1, S_2)$, the similarity between scenarios $S_1$ and $S_2$, as the number of common attribute values in each attribute list, divided by the sum of the sizes of each attribute list, (see [62] for other ratio models):

$$S(S_1, S_2) = \frac{2 \times \left| S_1 \cap S_2 \right|}{\left| S_1 \right| + \left| S_2 \right|}.$$

The factor of two normalizes the result so that identical scenarios have a similarity of 1. Therefore, the similarity between scenarios $S_1$ and $S_2$ is $S(S_1, S_2) = 10/15 = 0.667$. The similarity measure can be seen as a percentage of overlap, where the minimal similarity value of 0 indicates no similarity, and the maximal value of 1 indicates complete overlap in the attribute lists.

In this simple scheme, each attribute value can be considered to have a “weight” of 1. A family of similarity measures arises when we allow different weighting schemes, where each attribute or attribute value is assigned a weight between 0 and 1. Then, when the similarity measure is taken, each attribute value in the measure is multiplied by its weight. One weighting function might, for example, assign a weight of 1 to each actor, and a weight of 0 to all other attributes. With this weighting, scenarios $S_1$ and $S_2$ would have a similarity measure of $2/7$, about 0.289; by this measure, the two scenarios are much less similar. In this way, the weighted similarity measure emphasizes similarity in particular attributes (by assigning them high weights) and ignores difference in others (by assigning them weights of zero). This can be used for grouping similar scenarios based on particular attribute values, or for scenario searches. The weighted similarity measure can be particularly important for episode searching and matching.

Mathematically, we can write the weighted extension of $S$ as $SW$, the weighted similarity measure between two scenarios, where $w(a)$ denotes an attribute, and $\sum a$ denotes the weight assigned to attribute $a$. Note that, to avoid division by zero, we define the similarity between two scenarios to be 0 if all their attribute values have zero weights:

$$SW(S_1, S_2) = \frac{\sum a \cdot \sum a}{\sum a + \sum a}.$$

We also extend these measures to groups of any number of scenarios by taking the average of the similarity of each pair of scenarios. We extend $S$ to $S^*$:

$$S^*(S_1, S_2, \ldots, S_6) = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} S(S_i, S_j)}{n(n-1)/2}.$$

For example, to calculate the similarity measure for $S_1$, $S_2$, and $S_3$, where $S_1$ and $S_2$ are given above, and $S_3 = \{Actor_1, Actor_4, Actor_6, Goal_1, Purpose_1, Viewpoint_3, ConcretenessLevel_0\}$, we must compute

$$S^*(S_1, S_2, S_3) = \frac{(S(S_1, S_2) + S(S_1, S_3) + S(S_2, S_3))}{3} = 0.478.$$

Computed in this fashion, $S^*$ gives an average of the similarities of each pair of scenarios in a group.

We may also extend $SW$ to $SW^*$ in a similar fashion:

$$SW^*(S_1, S_2, \ldots, S_n) = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} SW(S_i, S_j)}{n(n-1)/2}.$$

These two extensions, weighting and group comparisons, build a family of measures which are powerful tools for scenario management. The general measure can be used to search for and select scenarios with particular characteristics from a scenario database, quickly and automatically, as in [44]. It can also help identify accidental duplication in a large set of scenarios. Using the similarity measures, SMaRT will present similar scenarios, or episodes, to an analyst for evaluation and possible elimination. Because of their simplicity and flexibility, the similarity measures provide both quick automatic processing of data that would take hours by hand, and a measure that corresponds to our intuitions about scenario similarities.

4. SMaRT

The Scenario Management and Requirements Tool (SMaRT) developed at NCSU assists analysts working with scenarios by supporting the scenario structure described above (Section 2.2), glossaries of attribute values,
episode management, and efficient authoring, navigation, and editing of scenarios.

SMaRT is implemented using a database on a central server and is accessed over the Internet through a browser. Scenarios in this database are organized into projects, and each project has a list of analysts allowed to edit or view the scenarios, episodes, and glossaries for that project. A scenario is created by associating values in the project’s glossaries with the attributes for that scenario. New values may be added as needed to the glossaries, existing values can be edited (with the changes appearing everywhere the value is used), and unused values can be found and deleted. The attributes include actors, actions, events, goals, obstacles, requirements, and conditions. SMaRT maintains a clickable cross-reference for each attribute value giving every place where it is used. The events of a scenario can include simple events, episode references, lists of events treated as a single compound event, iteration of events, and alternation among events. Episode references can be expanded to show the events of the episode instead of the name of the episode, and the events of the episode can be edited if desired in this context. Clicking on the name in an episode reference takes the analyst to an episode window showing all the information about that episode.

Having scenarios expressed in the structure supported by SMaRT gives a basis for analyzing scenarios both individually and as an entire project, and forms a foundation for expanding automated support for working with scenarios and new presentations and analyses of the information contained in scenarios.

A screen shot of the Scenario Editor is shown in Fig. 12. The scenario being edited is revised Euronet scenario 27 “Revise Quote”.

Future work for SMaRT includes implementation of similarity measures, expanded cross-reference capability, and integration of support for shared event diagrams, episode reference diagrams, and scenario context diagrams.

5. Validation

In this section we summarize the results of two validation studies, the first on EMS (Enhanced Messaging System), a voice mail system used by BellSouth Telecommunications to prototype new features for its products, and the second on Euronet, a quote management system developed and used internally by Asea Brown Boveri (ABB). The EMS study was conducted with a domain expert from BellSouth, so that we were able to engage in dialogue during the course of the study and present some results for discussion and feedback. The Euronet study was done on the ABB requirements specification, but since ABB had completed the Euronet project some time earlier, we were not able to interact significantly with analysts or stakeholders there or present our results for feedback. In both cases we conducted the work introspectively and kept detailed logs so that we could go back and analyze our conclusions and the evidence behind them.

5.1. Evaluation criteria for the studies

We consider our approach to be a basis for automating scenario tasks that are difficult, time-consuming, or impractical to do by hand, and as a result a basis for producing scenarios of higher quality (better-defined, more coverage, more nearly minimal, and more coherent) that better support efficient development of appropriate systems. Therefore, we can evaluate the approach by showing whether it achieves these qualities as well or better than
working by hand, but significantly faster or easier due to automation; or that it provides additional support or analyses impractical to do by hand that can be used to improve scenario quality; or that it supports greater expressiveness that can be used to produce higher-quality scenario collections.

We show this by comparing scenarios produced or evolved using our approach, to scenarios produced by other people and/or using other methods. Where possible, we compare the scenarios based on objective characteristics such as the number and scope of problems that were found, and the person-hours that were necessary to find them. Where that is not possible, we compare the scenarios based on our judgement and on our experience in both the research world and the industrial software development environment. For the EMS study, we were able to get some independent feedback from the stakeholder.

In addition, for the Euronet study, we can evaluate both the effectiveness and the efficiency of our approach in terms of quality results achieved and time required to achieve them, by comparison with the results from and time required for the earlier goal-based study of Euronet [13].

5.2. The EMS study

EMS is a comprehensive telephone voice messaging system used by BellSouth Telecommunications to prototype new features for its products. It supports a wide range of functionality, including: access and authentication; subscriber interactions with the EMS (e.g., notifications and message processing); caller interactions with the EMS (e.g., recording of incoming messages and the marking of certain messages as urgent); and subscriber configuration and management functions (e.g., recording announcements and archiving messages).

We performed the study described here during the second half of the collection and specification of the EMS requirements for another research project that needed a clear requirements specification as the basis for an evaluation of later-phase development methodologies.

EMS was a good basis for a validation study of scenario support for effective requirements for a number of reasons. It was a real system, of manageable size, whose requirements and scenarios were not determined by us [52]. A domain expert from BellSouth Telecommunications controlled the content of the requirements and scenarios, limiting the effect of any biases on the part of the authors and ensuring that the scenario collection was substantial and genuine. Its requirements and scenarios were written by three experienced and capable requirements engineers (the domain expert and the two authors), who conducted inspections, detailed walkthroughs, and reviews over a period of eight weeks before the study was begun. The final scenarios were used successfully as the requirements for developing a prototype system as part of another research project.

For this study, we started with the requirements and scenarios as they stood after the eight weeks of inspections, walkthroughs, and reviews, and our notes and logs of that process. We explored what analyses, indexes, cross-references, and diagrams would be useful in producing effective requirements, especially those that could in principle be produced automatically. We manually produced examples of them in order to evaluate their effectiveness, and examined in what ways and to what extent they aided us in improving the well-definedness, coverage, minimality, and coherence of the EMS requirements (including the scenarios). The scenarios already made use of a glossary and episodes at the beginning of this study. We analyzed, extended, and improved the glossary and made preliminary versions of attribute glossaries. We analyzed the episodes (originally there were two, later only one) by expanding them inline in each scenario sharing them, to verify that the episode relationship was appropriate and to explore analogous conditions across all the scenarios sharing an episode. We identified similar or identical events shared by two or more scenarios, manually constructed shared event diagrams, and analyzed the consequences of the sharing for the scenarios. We explored the allowed and desired contexts for the scenarios, individually and in terms of other scenarios, and examined alternate ways of expressing and working with the contexts, including a predecessor of scenario context diagrams. Finally, we manually calculated similarity among a subset of the scenarios and compared the results with our intuitive perceptions of their similarity, and explored how the similarity could be used in increasing the quality of the requirements. We continued keeping detailed notes and logs during the study, and later were able to analyze them in some detail to determine what had happened and why.

A preliminary version of the EMS study was presented in an earlier publication [4].

5.2.1. Study artifacts

The EMS specification consists of requirements, scenarios, episodes, and glossaries for terms and conditions. Table 1 gives the total of each kind before and after the study. Fig. 13 presents examples from after the study, and the entire collection is available online [11].

The requirements were expressed in traditional prose form, and used the words and phrases defined in the glossary. For example, R3.2.13 specifies that a subscriber can

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Numbers of EMS artifacts, before and after the study</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Before</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Requirements</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenarios</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Episodes</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defined terms</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conditions</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A recipient is either a single phone number, or a group of phone numbers already defined by a subscriber and identified by a two-digit number. The subscriber is a person for whom EMS provides a voice mailbox.

R3.2.13. EMS shall allow a subscriber to record a message and send it to a recipient. This can occur at any point, and the recipient need not be a caller who has left a message.

R4.7 EMS shall allow a caller to leave a message for a subscriber in two ways: by calling the subscriber’s number (if the subscriber doesn’t answer), and by calling EMS directly.

Authenticated: The subscriber is connected to EMS and is authenticated.

**S26. Subscriber records a message and sends it to someone**

**Requirements:** R3.2.13.

**Precondition:** Authenticated.

**Postcondition:** Authenticated.

1. The subscriber dials the “record message” command.
2. Iteration with explicit exit:
   2.1. EMS asks for the telephone phone number to which the message will be sent.
   2.2. The subscriber dials the telephone number, followed by a non-numeric number-ending command (such as ‘#’).
2.3. EMS says the telephone number and asks the subscriber to confirm or reject it.
2.4. **Alternation:**
   2.4.1. The subscriber dials the confirmation command. Exit from iteration
   2.4.2. The subscriber dials the rejection command.
3. Episode: MakeRecording
4. EMS sends the recorded message to the telephone number.

**Fig. 13. Example EMS definitions, requirements, state variable and scenario.**

The scenarios ranged in length from 1 to 12 simple events. Each scenario was traced back to up to four requirements; the example scenario S26 is traced back to requirement R3.2.13. Each scenario had up to 4 preconditions and postconditions; the pre- and postcondition for S26 are both the primitive condition “Authenticated”. Episodes (identified manually) were defined and were referred to by three or four scenarios. S26’s event 3 is a reference to the episode “MakeRecording” (not shown here). S26’s event sequence contains an iteration (event 2), whose effect is to repeat subevents 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4 until event 2.4.1 signals termination of the iteration. Event 2.4 is also a compound event, an alternation among choices 2.4.1 and 2.4.2. Iteration and alternation are well-known concepts, but we note that they are not commonly used for scenarios or use cases in practice.

Several “menu trees” (one is shown in Fig. 14) intended to express the possible sequences of scenarios were produced for the scenarios at the direction of the domain expert. These trees were based, we believe, on the fact that all EMS activity was initiated through a hierarchical voice menu presented to EMS users. The nodes of the trees were scenarios, and the indicated sequences were those that moved between adjacent scenarios in the tree, beginning at the root and continuing down or up at each node. However, there appeared to the authors to be some question whether or not sibling nodes were consistently considered adjacent in this sense.

**5.2.2. Lessons learned**

**5.2.2.1. Glossaries help establish a common understanding of terms and concepts.** Our experience confirmed what others have found [36,63]. The glossaries of terms and primitive conditions were invaluable for helping us record our gradually-increasing domain knowledge and helping us consolidate our understanding of the problem and of the intended solution. An example is the group of terms that define the various states a message passes through. Over the course of the study, the successive versions of the glossary show how we extended our knowledge beginning with messages that could be new, archived, old, or urgent, extending later to held and erased, and eventually restricting old to be either old archived or old held, and separating urgent into an orthogonal category that finally included private as well. The defined terms formed the scaffolding on which we then wrote scenarios exploring and then specifying what could happen with messages of in the various states.

We found we were unable to create and use attribute-value glossaries effectively without tool support; we explored this technique further with SMaRT and the Euronet study.

**Fig. 14. Subscriber menu tree.**
5.2.2.2. Scenario context diagrams help uncover missing scenarios and requirements. The process of constructing scenario context diagrams requires that analysts walk through paths spanning several scenarios, comparing pairs of scenarios for degrees of equivalence and comparing the contexts required and produced by the various scenarios. Considering the scenarios in this way draws more focused attention to these relationships than reviews or walkthroughs, and some omissions or misunderstandings that had previously slipped past are caught.

The following missing scenarios were identified almost immediately during construction of the EMS scenario context diagrams:

- S0 “EMS startup” was discovered because there was no scenario to provide initial context for any chain of the others.
- S1 “EMS shutdown”, S29 “Subscriber disconnects from EMS”, and S39 “Caller disconnects from EMS” were discovered because there were no scenarios to terminate the contexts in which others could take place.
- S13 “Subscriber has no more messages to listen to” was discovered because S12 “Subscriber listens to a new or held message” could produce a context in which no more messages were available, but no scenarios existed to make use of it. S15 “Subscriber would skip to next message but has no more messages”, S19 “Subscriber erases the last message”, and S21 “Subscriber archives the last message” were discovered for analogous reasons.
- S38 “Caller calls EMS directly and leaves a message” (Fig. 1) and the corresponding requirement R4.7 (Fig. 13) were discovered to be missing during the process of matching up scenarios using or making equivalent contexts. This important requirement had been discussed early in the initial eight weeks but never specified, and weeks of reviews and walkthroughs had failed to uncover the omission. S38 was discovered by visually comparing the diagram configuration for subscriber scenarios to that for caller scenarios; the presence of the corresponding scenario for subscribers, S26 (Fig. 13), was a prominent difference.

5.2.2.3. Scenario context diagrams help uncover requirements errors. The same diagram walkthroughs and comparisons that draw focused attention to scenarios also focus attention on requirements. They force analysts to think about individual requirements concretely and in specific contexts. As with scenarios, this focused attention identifies errors that had slipped past reviews and single-scenario walkthroughs.

We discovered one such requirements error by noting scenarios that lead somewhere but have nowhere to come from, or vice versa. Initial and terminal scenarios like S0 “EMS startup” and S1 “EMS shutdown” do this intentionally, but other scenarios do not, and the presence of other scenarios that either produce a context no other scenario produces, is a sign that something is not right. In this case, we observed that the pre-study scenario “Subscriber listens to an archived message” (which does not exist in the post-study scenarios [11]) lacked appropriate pre- and postconditions to describe its initial and final contexts. While tracing what these conditions should be, we discovered that we had incorrectly separated this scenario from “Subscriber listens to a new or held message” (which also does not exist post-study). These two behaviors were originally to have been distinct and the two scenarios and two corresponding requirements recorded this. Post-study analysis of our logs showed that subsequent discussions with the domain expert had indicated that the two behaviors should instead be the same, but this change was somehow not recorded in either scenarios or requirements, and the error was missed by all intervening reviews and walkthroughs.

A second requirements error was discovered while tracing these two scenarios back to requirements. We found that not only did the two corresponding requirements incorrectly separate those two cases, but that a third requirement both scenarios traced back to was also incorrect. That was the presentation sequence requirement R.3.2.1, which incorrectly specified that messages be presented oldest-to-newest, rather than newest-to-oldest. This mistake had also been missed despite reviews and walkthroughs by the domain expert and the two authors. The two versions of requirement R3.2.1 are shown in Table 2.

5.2.2.4. Scenario context diagrams express when each scenario can occur. Scenario context diagrams make explicit the temporal relationships between scenarios. Before we constructed the diagrams, we had a certain degree of intuition and informal knowledge of the patterns in which the EMS scenarios could occur, and had assigned pre- and postconditions to the scenarios that suggested the appropriate contexts but that were not strictly correct and often not helpful. Drawing diagrams of scenario context made our intuitive knowledge explicit, revealed ways in which our intuitive and informal knowledge had been inadequate or incorrect, and provided a direct and more accurate expression of what the pre- and postconditions had attempted to express indirectly.

5.2.2.5. Similarity measures can identify similar scenarios. Although the results were not conclusive, we found evidence that our similarity measure identified scenarios that we independently judged as similar [7,23]. We validated the similarity measure on a group of 12 EMS scenarios. There were 66 possible pairs of the 12 scenarios (12 × 11/2). Of these 66 pairs, we judged 27 pairs to be similar scenarios, and the remainder to be dissimilar. The necessary calculations for the similarity measure were done using a spreadsheet to record the necessary data and calculate the results; setting up the calculations and checking them required a week of full-time work. It is clear that manually calculating similarity with our measure is time-consuming,
subject to human error, and impractical – tool support is essential. The calculation gave all attributes equal weight and treated each episode reference as a single attribute (rather than expanding episode references and using the subevent actors and actions as individual attributes).

Examination of the results shows some promise for using automated similarity calculations. We found that of the 66 similarity values, the lowest 32 were for pairs judged dissimilar; 19 of the next 22 highest were for pairs judged similar; and the 12 highest values were for pairs judged similar. The similarity values are presented in Table 3. These results support our hypothesis that the measure can be used to direct analysts’ attention to similar scenarios that require further attention, although the measure is not a substitute for additional human judgement.

5.2.3. Stakeholder feedback

For the EMS study, we had access to a stakeholder, namely the domain expert from BellSouth who was our customer for the other EMS research project. Our interactions with him consisted of one face-to-face meeting and conference calls approximately every two weeks over a 12-week period. During that time, we elicited the EMS requirements and scenarios from him and analyzed and revised them in successive review cycles, until they were acceptable to him and we felt we understood them and were all in agreement.

The authors emailed the stakeholder successive revisions of the requirements and scenarios, and during the calls we conducted reviews and walkthroughs and discussed issues raised during them or by any of the participants. The stakeholder was pleased that we were able to identify problems and improve the specification, no matter what techniques we were using. For example, the identification of S38 “Caller calls EMS directly and leaves a message” and the corresponding requirement R4.7 were of considerable interest; but the fact that we uncovered them by analyzing scenario contexts was not significant to him.

The stakeholder also had little interest in a number of issues that we felt were problems. Examples were the initial and terminal scenarios for EMS as a whole, our analysis of the menu trees in terms of scenario context diagrams, and some clarifications of the definitions of defined terms. All these were cases in which we did not understand the requirements specification, even though the stakeholder did and was satisfied with it. As in the case of problems of interest to the stakeholder, we found term glossaries, shared events, and scenario context diagrams to be effective and helpful in identifying problems we felt needed further attention and in resolving them successfully. This efficiency and effectiveness was of value even for problems the stakeholder did not find important, because analysts need to understand requirements just as stakeholders do.

5.2.4. Discussion

Our experience in the EMS study confirmed that term glossaries support scenario well-definedness, and contribute to coherence and minimality, as others have noted also. The EMS scenarios did not make much use of episodes, possibly because users of the system send input through a keypad and receive output as spoken text so that the fundamental design of the system focuses on a relatively small number of distinct behaviors. In addition, the lack of automated support for episodes meant all the analyses and conversions had to be done manually, so that we did fewer of them. Consequently there was little opportunity in this study to explore the effect of episodes and episode reference diagrams on the quality of scenarios as requirements.

We found that scenario context diagrams helped indicate incoherence and gaps in coverage, and direct attention to the areas that would resolve it. Identifying these gaps and areas of incoherence is the necessary first step towards improving the coverage and coherence of the scenario collection. We distinguished three kinds of gaps in this study, based on how instances of them were identified. The easiest kind to find, and the kind that is probably of the least interest, was missing behavior consisting of initial and terminal scenarios such as S0, “EMS startup”. The second kind was missing behavior that was turned up through the analysis of pre- and postconditions for the relationships required by the scenario context diagrams, such as S13, “Subscriber has no more messages to listen to”. The third and most interesting kind was behavior whose absence was indicated visually by analogy between the scenario context diagrams, exemplified by S38, “Caller calls EMS directly and leaves a message”.

Some of the temporal and causal relationships among scenarios were indicated by the “menu trees” of scenarios. Other relationships were expressed, not very effectively, by the scenario pre- and postconditions. The scenario context diagrams expressed these relationships more fully and more effectively. We also found that the scenario context dia-

| Table 3: These results support our hypothesis that the judged similar. The similarity values are presented in the 66 similarity values, the lowest 32 were for pairs judged dissimilar; 19 of the next 22 highest were for pairs judged similar. The similarity values are presented in Table 3. These results support our hypothesis that the measure can be used to direct analysts’ attention to similar scenarios that require further attention, although the measure is not a substitute for additional human judgement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2: EMS requirement R3.2.1 and some related terms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pre-study</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMS shall present messages in chronological order (oldest to newest), except that EMS shall present all urgent new messages to the subscriber before presenting any new message that is not urgent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Post-study</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMS shall present messages in the following order: old archived messages and old held messages; then urgent new messages, from newest to oldest; and finally all other messages, from newest to oldest.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The initial requirements specification, consisting primarily of 52 use cases, was the subject of a research study applying a goal-based analysis to the use cases using GBRAM (Goal-Based Requirements Analysis Method) [13]. The requirements specification was then revised and the system was successfully implemented; we did not have access to the revised requirements, or any significant interaction with stakeholders. ABB graciously allowed the use of the initial requirements specification as the basis for this research.

The Euronet requirements specification was a good subject for a study for a number of reasons. It was an industrial specification for a real system more complex than EMS but still of manageable size, and specified with no influence from the authors. Its level of quality was interesting, as it had been initially judged to be of sufficient quality to serve as a basis for system development, but later its quality had been found to be unsatisfactory. The Euronet requirements specification had been studied in the earlier goal analysis, and we had access to its data. This gave us two points of comparison for our own study: the original specification, and the results from the goal analysis.

For this study we used SMaRT, which was being developed as the study was conducted. We entered the 52 use cases into SMaRT and used its automated analyses, supplemented by manual analyses that could be automated or were planned for later implementation, to understand and analyze the Euronet requirements. Since SMaRT is a scenario tool, we entered each use case’s main scenario and other information as either a scenario or an episode. Each event was divided into an actor and an action; use case events that described two or more separate actions were subdivided into individual scenario events so that each could be a single actor and a single action. SMaRT maintained glossaries of actors and of actions so that actors and actions could be reused, thus enhancing minimal but requiring that each actor or action be examined and considered carefully in order to decide if it was equivalent to one already in the glossary, or a new one. We also entered each use case’s title, overview, preconditions, and postconditions. We created a glossary of specialized terms and GUI screens used in the use cases. The remaining use case information (notes, secondary scenarios, and revision history) was not used in the study. The “Utilizes” lists of use cases used as episodes by each scenario were not needed, as SMaRT generated this list automatically. We then examined the problems that this process and the analyses turned up, and resolved them to the extent possible. Because we had no access to Euronet stakeholders or developers, we were unable to resolve some problems and questions completely; for example, some of the episodes referred to in the use cases but not defined were impossible for us to define with any confidence. In such cases we noted that the item was undefined or incompletely defined. Scenario similarity calculations were not implemented by SMaRT at that time, and we did not perform manual similarity calculations for Euronet.

5.3. The Euronet study

Euronet is a quote management system used internally by ABB. It supports salespeople, design engineers, plant managers, and business analysts as they create and manage quotes to customers, the line items that give the details of each quote, customer orders, the item build orders that give the details of each order, and related information. The initial development of Euronet was not successful, attributed by ABB to poor quality of the requirements specification.

We found that calculations of similarity were impractical without automated support, and that there was promise that the calculations could help support human intuition once automated support is available.

### Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>S(A,B)</th>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>S(A,B)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Similarity was calculated including actions and after reconciliation of synonyms. The pairs in boldface are those deemed intuitively similar by the analyst.
manually constructed the episode reference diagram at several points in the study, using the episode index generated by SMaRT. Construction of this diagram is automatable but was not implemented at the time of the study. This diagram was particularly informative for Euronet due to the complex episode relationship among its scenarios.

The study spanned a period of 20 days.

5.3.1. Study artifacts

The Euronet requirements specification consisted of use cases, screen sketches, and a general overview [18]. It included no requirements per se. Many of the use cases use others as episodes; some of the episodes are not defined. The screen sketches are not essential to understanding the use cases, and were not used in the study. Table 4 gives the total of each kind before and after the study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Before</th>
<th>After</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Use cases not used as episodes</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use cases used as episodes</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Episodes used but not defined</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Screen sketches</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Numbers of Euronet artifacts, before and after the study

The use cases are presented in a relatively consistent format. An example use case (UC 27 “Revise Quote”) is shown in Fig. 15 (the post-study scenario 27 is shown in Fig. 12). Each of the use cases is numbered (1 through 52) and has a short title. The content of each use case is organized as shown in Table 5. The event lists range in length from 1 to 19 events, with 3 events being most common. The use cases vary from one to six pages in length, with two pages being the most common.

5.3.2. Lessons learned

5.3.2.1. Glossaries and cross-references support well-definedness. Expressing the 52 Euronet use cases with attribute-value pairs and glossaries in SMaRT immediately revealed a large number of problems, ranging from the annoying to the serious. The use cases named in the “Utilizes” section of each use case description frequently do not match the use cases that appear in the event list (for example, in Fig. 15 use case 27’s “Utilizes” section lists “B. Use Choose Approver”, and no use case named “Choose Approver” is used in its events). The use cases refer to a large number of statuses of various items, but not all these statuses are defined. Ten screens named in the use cases are not defined with a screen shot like the others; four of the ten are probably equivalent to similarly-named defined screens, leaving six that are definitely

Fig. 15. Euronet use case 27 “Revise Quote”.

---

Use Case # 27: Revise Quote

**Overview:**

Any revisions to a Quote that has been marked as “Delivered” are stored and the status is marked as “Revised.” e.g., the Salesperson may revise the quote to meet new customer specifications.

**Preconditions:**

1. Euronet DB contains a complete Quote entry with a status of “Delivered”.
2. Shopping Cart Screen is displayed on Salesperson’s PC and Salesperson is viewing Quote to be revised.

**Main Scenario:**

1. Salesperson updates existing quote as required.
   - Use Edit Quote.
2. Salesperson selects Revise function
3. Euronet checks the revisions for any new violations of BA Rules.
   - Use Submit Quote
4. If new violations have been introduced, Euronet requests approval
   - Use Approve Quote
5. If no new violations are found User assembles a revised quotation package
   - Use Assemble Quote Package
6. Euronet changes Quote status to “Revised” and returns to Euronet Main Screen

**Scenario Notes:** [none]

**Post Conditions:**

1. Status of Quote has been changed to “Revised.”
2. Euronet Main Screen is displayed on Salesperson’s PC.

**Required GUI:**

A. Shopping Cart Screen
B. Euronet Main Screen

**Secondary Scenarios:**

1. Salesperson selects Main Screen function at any time: Euronet asks if Salesperson wants to save changes. If Salesperson selects Yes: Euronet stores any changes and returns to Euronet Main Screen. If Salesperson selects No: Euronet returns to Euronet Main Screen.

**Uses/Extends:**

A. Use Edit Quote
B. Use Choose Approver

**Other Requirements:** [none]

**Revision History:**

1. Initial Document Release
   A. Date: 11-March-1999
   B. Description: Initial release
   C. Name: [author]
undefined. Of the 26 defined screens, three are never referenced in any use case. Such lacks indicate that the use case collection is not well-defined.

SMaRT automatically generates cross-references for episodes, and cross-references for all glossary values are planned. These cross-references support analyses and simple checks that improve well-definedness but need automated support in order to be practical. For example, in many cases an entity’s status was set but never examined, or examined but never set; this is immediately obvious from the cross-references. We believed many of these inconsistencies were present simply because no analyst’s attention had been drawn to them before.

5.3.2.2. Glossaries help reduce undesirable ambiguity in the specification. The original Euronet specification lacked a term glossary, and we found it difficult to understand the significance of certain terms in the use cases. For example, the verb “close” was clearly used with one or more special meanings which we recognized but did not understand. We also found it difficult to separate out the appropriate meanings of terms that appeared to be used in two senses. For example, “order” was used to mean an order from a customer to ABB, and also an order from ABB to a supplier, and the distinction was not always clear from context. Finally, we found it difficult to tell when two terms were being used for the same concept (for example, it was unclear at first whether “Planner” and “BA Planner” were synonymous). We would have required interaction with stakeholders and analysts to resolve these issues. Even so, it was clear that the use of term glossaries would improve the well-definedness, minimality, and coherence of the specification, and was a necessary prerequisite to identifying and resolving gaps in coverage.

5.3.2.3. Standardizing on a relatively small number of important words makes it easier to find the right action and to express the actions effectively. The events in the original Euronet use cases were worded in no consistent fashion. We found that choosing a set of standard words to use wherever possible greatly reduced the number of separate actions, and at the same time made the events clearer and easier to understand relative to each other. This improved the well-definedness, minimality, and coherence of the scenario collection. Examples were the use of “select” in place of “choose”, “find”, “click”, etc. whenever it was appropriate. This lesson was analogous to the similar finding for goal wordings by Anton et al. [13].

5.3.2.4. Episode reference diagrams support well-definedness and coherence. The episode reference diagram for the use cases highlights the presence of use cases that are referenced but not defined. Twelve apparent use case names are referred to in events but not defined; this indicates a potentially substantial gap in coverage. For example, use case 11 “Edit Quote” (Fig. 16) refers to the undefined episode “Edit Quote Header” in event 3.

Episode reference diagrams also support coherence in the use of individual episodes. They conveniently show all the locations where an episode is used, and for two or more episodes at a time, show all the locations where both (or all) are used together, so that an analyst can compare the various uses to verify that episodes are used comparably and consistently in all locations, either individually or in groups.

5.3.2.5. Episode reference diagrams visually indicates likely problem areas. We found two kinds of problem indications: deep paths and clusters.

The episode reference diagram (Fig. 6) has two top-to-bottom paths of 5 use cases each (for example, 27–25–11–2–46). We immediately surmised that inappropriate episode references were likely, due to the difficulty of checking whether the deeply-nested episodes fit in the context in which they appear several levels up. Examination showed that many were questionable. Two are evident from the diagram: episode 2 “Retrieve Existing Quote” refers to the undefined episode “Choose Quote” (d in the diagram);
and episode 25 “Approve Quote” includes episode 2 twice, once directly and a second time indirectly through 11 “Edit Quote” (Fig. 16). Careful examination shows that the effect is to retrieve an existing quote, and then immediately retrieve the same quote again before editing its header (using the undefined episode “Edit Quote Header”, i in the diagram). We believe deep paths (longer than 3) indicate likely inconsistencies between the episodes being used and the context they are used in.

The episode reference diagram also has two clusters that draw the eye, and both turned out to be problematic upon closer examination. For example, the cluster on the left has several episodes or scenarios all referring to the same four episodes: 47 “Get Ship-To Address”, 5 “Get Header General Information”, 6 “Get Header Terms”, and 7 “Get Header Notes”. These four episodes are only used together, and always in the same sequence. Totalling 12 events, it is unclear why they are separate episodes rather than being combined into a single episode that would be easier to understand, keep coherent, and work with. Since we had no access to Euronet stakeholders or analysts it was not possible to resolve this question, and we cannot rule out the existence of some rationale for having four separate episodes. However, it seems likely that they should be combined into one.

Indirect confirmation that deep paths and clusters can indicate problems comes from the episode reference diagram after the application of our approach, which appears in Fig. 17. Use of our approach evolved the scenarios so that the diagram became visually simpler, with one cluster and most deep paths gone (compare Fig. 6).

5.3.2.6. Automated episode identification finds duplication that people have not. Although SMaRT’s similarity measure and episode identification support was not implemented at the time we performed this study, we manually identified a number of similar scenarios and possible episodes. For example, UC “Change Language” partially duplicated a secondary scenario of UC “Log On”. We uncovered a number of similar duplications while manually performing episode identification, indicating that episode identification and shared event analysis can improve the minimality of a scenario collection. The manual process was too tedious and lengthy to be practical as an ordinary requirements practice, so that its automation makes possible analyses that improve quality but are not practical without automated support.

---

**Use Case #11: Edit Quote**

**Overview:**
A Salesperson wishes to edit information contained in a Quote.

**Preconditions:**
1. Salesperson has successfully logged into Euronet system
2. Euronet Main Screen is displayed on PC

**Main Scenario:**
1. Salesperson selects Quotes function: Euronet displays Main Quote Screen
2. Salesperson finds quote to edit
   A. Use Retrieve Existing Quote
3. If the Salesperson needs to edit customer information, the Salesperson requests to edit the Quote Header.
   A. Use Edit Quote Header
4. If the Salesperson needs to edit line item information, the Salesperson requests to edit a Line Item
   A. Use Edit Existing Item
5. Salesperson indicates that the quote is complete after all edits are finished
   A. Use Close Quote

**Scenario Notes:** [none]

**Post Conditions:**
- Euronet DB contains an updated quote containing the changes that the Salesperson entered.

**Required GUI:**
A. Euronet Main Screen
B. Main Quote Screen

**Secondary Scenarios:** [none]

**Uses/Extends:** [none]

**Other Requirements:** [none]

**Revision History:**
1. Initial Document Release
   A. Date: 11-March-1999
   B. Description: Initial release
   C. Name: [author]

Fig. 16. Euronet use case 11 “Edit Quote”.

Fig. 17. Euronet episode reference diagram after our approach.

Constructing an episode reference diagram manually is so tedious and time-consuming as to be impractical as a common practice, so automation based on our scenario structure supports an analysis that shows evidence of improving scenario quality but is impractical to do by hand.
5.3.2.7. Our approach is more effective and efficient than GBRAM goal-based analysis. The scenarios our approach yielded were more coherent and provided better coverage than the initial ABB use cases and also than the scenarios produced by the earlier goal-based analysis. Both our approach and GBRAM produced comparable results in terms of identifying simple errors, inconsistencies, and missing information in the initial use cases. However, the gaps in coverage identified by our approach were more substantial and of greater significance than those identified by the goal-based analysis. For example, scenario context diagrams helped us uncover new scenario S98 “Log Off” that defines the events necessary for a user to log off from Euronet, the contexts in which logging off can occur, and the context produced by a user logging off. This was typical for the weight and scope of new scenarios identified using our approach. On the other hand, GBRAM goal-based analysis of the goal <ENSURE adjustments for pricing for a standard product provided> yielded seven secondary scenarios to represent possible pricing adjustment alternatives:

- Adjustment determined by competitive level
- Adjustment determined by item quality
- Adjustment determined by rush delivery
- Adjustment determined by sales channel
- Adjustment determined by special features
- Adjustment determined by plant loading
- Adjustment determined by end customer

These were typical of the weight and scope of new scenarios identified using GBRAM. The scope and significance of these scenarios is considerably smaller than that of the scenarios uncovered using scenario context.

In addition, applying our approach to the specification is substantially more efficient than applying GBRAM, required approximately half the analyst-hours that were needed for the goal-based analysis. With more completely implemented tool support, we expect our approach would be even more efficient by comparison.

5.3.3. Discussion

Our experience in the Euronet study confirmed again that attribute and term glossaries and cross-references support well-definedness.

We found that the effectiveness of glossaries for supporting well-definedness, minimality, and coherence was increased by standardizing on a relatively small number of standard words and phrases. The smaller number of terms made it simpler to find the term that was needed, by reducing the number of nearly-synonymous terms that need to be searched among. Careful and insightful choice of the standard terms can help the scenarios make the appropriate distinctions and reduce the cognitive load on people reading the scenarios.

The Euronet use cases and scenarios make extensive use of episodes, and this provided a large scope of action for episode reference diagrams. We found that the diagrams supported coherence in two ways: by visually directing analysts’ attention to deep paths and clusters that we believe often indicate likely areas of incoherence, and by conveniently showing an analyst all the locations where a particular episode (or group of episodes) is used so they can be checked for consistency.

Identifying events shared among scenarios was shown to be effective in minimizing the number of distinct events, episodes, and scenarios, encouraging their reuse and supporting minimality of the scenarios.

Finally, we confirmed again that scenario context diagrams are effective in directing attention to gaps in coverage and incoherence, as was already supported in the EMS study.

6. Related work

A number of researchers have noted the need for automated support in working with scenarios. Maiden describes the CREWS-SAVRE tool for semi-automatic generation of scenarios from the actions of use cases [46]. Breitman et al., present SET (Scenario Evolution Tool) which supports the orderly evolution of collections of scenarios, based on a model of fundamental relations and operations on scenarios. Letier et al., use the LTSA tool to identify possibly undesired system behaviors, in the form of implied scenarios, that are difficult to find manually [45]. Woo and Robinson use tool support to identify similar scenarios [64]. Our approaches are distinct from those of these researchers. The goals and capabilities of our SMaRT tool are different from those of the listed scenario tools; we have found no other tools with which we can directly compare it.

Similarity has been used extensively for requirements reuse; for example, semantic similarity has been used with conceptual graphs [57,64], and analogical reasoning on a pre-existing case base [49] and on generic domain models [48]. Semantic similarity is appropriate for these applications because they reapply the semantic structure of pre-existing requirements to new contexts. Several researchers have worked in the area of syntactic similarity measures for requirements analysis. Natt och Dag et al., examine the syntactic representation of requirements in the form of prose, and use a statistical analysis of the preprocessed text to determine similarity of requirements [50]. Like us, they also use their similarity measure as an indicator of less accessible features, in their case relationships between requirements. Park et al., use similarity measures that examine syntactic similarity between prose requirements (in Korean), again using statistical analysis of preprocessed text [51]. Al-Otaiby et al. independently take a syntactic approach similar to ours; they analyze sentences in the scenarios to extract their grammatical objects, and calculate a somewhat simpler similarity using only those objects [1]. For our approach, we believe syntactic similarity is more appropriate. Our approach reuses entire scenarios or attributes, rather than adapting them to new contexts; syntactic
comparisons are easier to understand, we believe, and eliminate the need to build a semantic structure.

Requirements continually evolve, increasing the need to track open issues. A goal-based analysis study highlighted the evolutionary nature of goals, scenarios, and requirements [15]. The scenario evolution framework of Breitman et al. suggests two types of changes that affect scenarios during development: “inter-scenario” evolution, where changes involve a set of scenarios, and “intra-scenario” evolution, where changes concern a single scenario [28,29]. We present a viable strategy to manage the relationships in both inter- and intra-scenario evolution. Our strategy is distinct from that of Breitman and Leite; our strategy extends scenario relationships to include a more general view of context and similarity and a stronger focus on dependencies shown in terms of reuse of episodes and terms.

The issue of scenario management has received attention but has not been addressed effectively. In their survey of the use of scenarios in industry, Weidenhaupt et al., note that the creation, documentation, and validation of scenarios is a substantial effort in itself [63]. Jarke et al., specifically note that little research addresses the problems that arise in managing a large set of scenarios [41]. The Dagstuhl Workshop on Scenario Management [40], the resulting special issue of the *IEEE Transactions on Software Engineering* devoted to scenario management [61], and the related special issue of the *Requirements Engineering Journal* devoted to interdisciplinary uses of scenarios [54] took a broad view of scenario management reflecting the use of the term in other areas such as business forecasting, for example the use of scenarios to manage the unfolding of events or to examine the results of alternate courses of action. However, since that time the use of the term “scenario management” in requirements engineering has shifted to more specifically describe the management of collections of scenarios. Alspaugh et al., defined the term with that meaning and proposed an approach to scenario management based on glossaries, episodes (scenario fragments that appear in several scenarios), and measures of similarity between scenarios [6]. Some of that work is an early version of the work presented here. The approach uses a purely syntactic view of scenarios to support analysts as they work to make their scenarios consistent; trace and maintain dependencies among scenarios; look for scenarios that address a particular behavior; and determine completeness of a group of scenarios [6].

Breitman and Leite define and use relationships between scenarios (overlap, equivalence, and subset) to classify and guide the evolution of scenarios [28]. Their definition of scenario equivalence is “when two scenarios share the same episodes, involve the same actors, but handle different restrictions and exceptions” [27]. Alspaugh et al., discuss the importance of dependency relationships between scenarios, and their preservation as the scenarios evolve [6].

Glossaries are needed wherever specialized terms are used, or wherever terms are used with meanings more specific than in their ordinary usage. Their use in technical writing is widespread, indeed almost universal. In the area of requirements engineering, glossaries are widely used and their benefits are generally recognized. We cite a few researchers here in illustration. Heitmeyer et al., discuss the use of glossaries (among other techniques) in the consistency checking of requirements specifications [38]. Weidenhaupt et al., state that glossaries add a common understanding of terms used in scenarios [63].

7. Lessons learned and future work

In this paper, we have presented an approach for supporting more effective work with scenarios. This approach is based on the fact that there are aspects of scenarios that have an implicit structure and meaning and these can be the basis for automated tool support. Using tools to do tedious, exciting, or uninteresting tasks helps eliminate human errors by releasing people to concentrate on more interesting work for which human intelligence is essential and most valuable. The result is scenarios that more effectively explore the space of possibilities, more accurately convey the stakeholders’ and analysts’ understanding, needs, and tradeoffs, and more effectively highlight the requirements issues that can and should be resolved in terms of requirements rather than being left for developers to sort out in subsequent phases. The resulting improvement in well-definedness, coverage, minimality, and coherence of scenarios are crucial because they increase the likelihood that development projects using them will finish in a reasonable time (or at all) and produce software that meets its stakeholders’ needs.

We have validated our approach by persuasion (to use Shaw’s terminology [58]), presenting arguments in support of the improvements in scenario quality that can be expected from using our approach; by implementing part of the approach in the SMaRT tool; and by evaluating our approach in the context of two studies on scenarios for two different kinds of systems, in two distinct contexts and with scenarios of two different levels of quality. The validation has provided support for our claims that our approach can produce equivalent or better results than ordinary manual practice, and (with automated support) can do so faster and with fewer errors; that it improves scenario quality by providing useful analyses impractical to do by hand; and that it supports greater expressiveness that can be used to improve coverage and well-definedness. The studies show that our approach produces improvements both in good, thoroughly-reviewed scenarios and in scenarios whose quality is not sufficient to support effective development. In short, our approach is effective in supporting analysts as they bring initially inadequate scenarios up to the level of quality essential for developing satisfactory software in a reasonable time, and as they analyze and improve scenarios that are already of good quality.

Our future work includes implementing tool support for the parts of our approach not supported by SMaRT, and
repackaging its components for incorporation into several software tools other than a single standalone scenario tool. We are extending our model of scenario structure and meaning so that it supports some logical extensions of standard scenarios and additional uses of scenarios for tasks not now common. One such extension is to incorporate temporal relations besides sequence and concurrency into scenarios. We are examining the use of such formalisms as Allen’s interval algebra [3] and partial orderings of events [10,12]. Another is to combine individual scenarios in order to produce a stronger or more expressive composite specification. Some additional uses of scenarios are in support of more effective testing, and as a basis for interactions in computed social worlds. We are looking into using scenarios as the basis for tracing tests to and from stakeholder requirements, and for evaluating test results more efficiently by incorporating knowledge about goals and plans into testing. We plan to extend the evaluation of our work by using stakeholders and analysts other than the authors to evaluate the results, and by comparing the effectiveness and efficiency of using SMaRT to the effectiveness and efficiency of a comparable software tool.
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